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Abstract 
Relationships among motivational constructs from the 2011 Trends in International 
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS 2011) were investigated for eight‑graders in 
all the five participating African countries, representing 38,806 (49 % girls). First, we 
investigated the psychometric properties (factor structure, reliabilities, method effect, 
and measurement invariance—country and gender) of the mathematics motivational 
constructs across the five educational systems. There was empirical support for the 
multidimensionality of the construct and the TIMSS 2011 motivational construct was 
largely invariant across cultures. Furthermore, a series of confirmatory factor analyses 
revealed that there is a need to control method effects associated with negatively 
worded items in the measurement model. There was support suggesting that in many 
cultures responses to negatively worded items are systematically different. The fac‑
tor structures and reliabilities (i.e., confidence and the like mathematics scales) were 
affected by negatively worded items. Second, the relationships between the con‑
structs, achievements and background variables such as parental education, gender 
and students’ educational aspirations were investigated. We identified several signifi‑
cant relationships between self‑belief and mathematics achievement. Differences in 
the latent mean achievement and the motivational construct were similar to those that 
have been described in the literature as “paradoxical” and “perplexing”. Nations with 
high mathematics achievement seem to have students with more negative math‑
ematics self‑belief. Some results extend, whereas others refute the findings of previous 
research. For instance, the relationship between students’ mathematics confidence and 
mathematics achievement was lower than the relationship between the value of math‑
ematics and achievement in some countries and it was the reverse in others. However, 
consistent with cultural stereotypes, boys rated their mathematics competence higher 
than girls. The findings are discussed with reference to implications for cross‑cultural 
research and practice.
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Background
The performance of African countries participating in international benchmark tests, 
(e.g., TIMSS) is a major concern amongst educators and policymakers. This lukewarm 
performance raises questions about the effectiveness of the periodical curriculum and 
educational reforms in most of these countries (Ndlovu and Mji 2012). Ghana and South 
Africa, two African countries, participating in TIMSS 2003 to TIMSS 2011, have shown 
a significant improvement within that period. On the average Ghana and South Africa 
improved by 51 and 65 scaled score points respectively for mathematics (Reddy et  al. 
2014). However, the performance of students from the five African countries participat-
ing in TIMSS 2011 was amongst the very lowest. All the African countries participating 
in TIMSS 2011 recorded an average mathematics achievement below the TIMSS center 
point of 500, with all but Tunisia falling below the Low (400) International Benchmark. 
Moreover, for students in Ghana, Morocco, South Africa and Botswana the percentage 
of students with achievements too low for estimation exceeded 25 % (Mullis et al. 2012).
Researchers rarely cross-culturally compare the TIMSS motivational constructs (includ-
ing the psychometric properties) and the achievement levels of African nations participat-
ing in TIMSS in a single study. Most cross-cultural studies involving TIMSS motivational 
constructs and achievement have been predominately between countries such as the 
United States, European countries, Japan, China and other East Asian Countries (e.g., Zhu 
and Leung 2011; Shen and Tam 2008; Liu and Meng 2010). The outcomes of these stud-
ies have produced their own controversies. The findings from these studies often have 
been described as paradoxical (Shen and Tam 2008) or perplexing (Marsh et al. 2013), in 
the sense that for instance self-concept has a negative relationship with achievement at 
the country level and a positive relation at the individual level. Moreover, Shen and Tam 
(2008) found that the top mathematics performing nations such as Chinese Taipei, Korea, 
Japan, Hong Kong, and the Netherlands comparatively reported a lower levels of affect 
(e.g., enjoyment for learning mathematics), whereas low-performing countries such as 
South Africa, Ghana, Botswana, Morocco, and Egypt generally report a higher levels of 
affect (e.g., enjoyment for learning mathematics) (see also Liu and Meng 2010).
The cultural backgrounds, school resources, and teaching conditions of students in the 
African countries that participated in TIMSS 2011 differ in many respects (e.g., school 
types, educational resources, socialization norms, daily experiences). For instance, 
schools in the Arab countries are single-sex with male teachers teaching male classes 
and female teachers teaching female classes whereas in Ghana, Botswana and South 
Africa schools are predominantly co-educational although single-sex schools exist. For 
more detail information about the students assessed in TIMSS 2011 and their respective 
countries’ educational systems, see Martin and Mullis (2012); the World Data on Edu-
cation (UNESCO International Bureau of Education 2011) and UNESCO Institute for 
Statistics (UNESCO Statistics 2014).
Research focusing on African countries in TIMSS, is very important because to the 
best of our knowledge there is no rigorous method that evaluates the combined psy-
chometric properties of TIMSS motivational constructs in these countries. Moreover, 
knowledge of the relations between affects and achievement is important in inform-
ing teaching practice because it has important and wide-ranging implications for edu-
cational interventions. For instance, many affective enhancement programs as well 
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as educational policy statements throughout the world are based on the fact that an 
improvement in affects (e.g., self-concept) will lead to better academic achievement 
(Bofah 2015).
This study will add to the existing literature on students’ motivational constructs and 
help in the generalizability of these constructs. This is due to the fact that most of the 
literature on psychometric properties on motivational constructs is based on western 
research samples with undisputed excellent psychometric properties. As the TIMSS data 
has a cross-cultural perspective, it is a good source to use if researchers want to establish 
generalized theories, as research studies that integrate different cultural perspectives are 
crucial for establishing more useful and universal theories (Leung and Zhang 1995; Van 
de Vijver 2000).
In the present study, we first analyzed the psychometric properties of the TIMSS 
2011 motivational constructs in an African context. Specifically, to ascertain whether 
the psychometric properties cut across these countries. Second, the study investigated 
the relationships between the constructs to ascertain the universality of the relationship 
across the five African countries. The study also investigated the existence of systematic 
country/cultural differences in the latent factor means for these constructs and math-
ematics achievements. Moreover, since school types are mostly single-sex in Arab coun-
tries (Morocco and Tunisia), gender differences in the constructs and achievement were 
investigated. Finally, the relationship between these constructs and other background 
variables such as, parental education, students’ educational aspirations, and mathemat-
ics achievement were investigated. These variables were introduced into the analysis as 
correlates. The “…term correlate mean variables that are posited to be correlated with 
the latent groups without specifying a causal ordering” (Marsh et al. 2009, p. 7).
Motivational constructs in affect: cross cultural perspective
Cross-cultural comparative studies such as TIMSS and the Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) have gained considerable attention recently. However, the 
problems associating with TIMSS and PISA studies stem from the fact that the target 
populations have unique cultures, school systems and cognitive structures (Metsämuu-
ronen, 2012a, b). Moreover, there has been much discussion in the literature concern-
ing the applicability of frameworks and the instruments used in measuring affective 
constructs in cross-cultural research such as TIMSS and PISA (e.g., Van de Vijver 2000; 
Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998). First, the theories on which these studies are based 
are products of western cultures without cognizance of the fact that “the self” is a cul-
tural construction that varies from culture to culture (Shen and Tam 2008; Markus and 
Kitayama 1991; Heine 2001). For instance, students’ responses to mathematics self-belief 
items are based on their comparisons with their peers in the same school or class—frame 
of reference effect (e.g., Marsh 2007). Therefore, country-level analyses may not reflect 
individual students’ self-belief (Marsh et  al. 2013; Marsh 2007) and generalizability of 
findings may be problematic (Ho et al. 2000). Second, the discussion stems from the fact 
that importing and adapting instruments developed in western cultures into new cul-
tural settings is problematic irrespective of their reliabilities in the original settings (e.g., 
Bofah and Hannula 2014, 2015). Third, research into the relationship between students’ 
self-beliefs and their relationship to achievement at the country level goes far beyond 
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psychological theories, because these theories operate at the individual level, not at the 
country level (Shen and Tam 2008). Moreover, theories and studies associated with these 
constructs are products of western cultures and societies where the populations are eth-
nically homogenous.
Studies have shown that the scales (e.g., mathematics self-concept) that had been used 
in PISA and TIMSS studies were less reliable in East Asia, the Middle East, and some 
parts of Europe, when compared with North America, where the scales were originally 
constructed (Marsh et  al. 2013; Metsämuuronen 2012a, b; Rutkowski and Rutkowski, 
2010). Other studies (Bofah and Hannula 2014, 2015; Tuohilampi et al. 2013) have also 
reported similar findings with other imported instruments—the students’ views of 
mathematics instruments (VOM). Bofah and Hannula (2014, 2015), in a confirmatory 
analysis of VOM instruments for responses by twelve grade Ghanaian students there 
was no support for an a priori factor structure. For example, the mathematics self-con-
cept among Finnish students seems to have an underlying structure (e.g., ability and suc-
cess), whereas for the Ghanaian students the construct is a single entity. They concluded 
that, the statistical method used in the previous VOM studies; translation of the VOM 
instruments and the dramatic cultural differences between these two countries may 
be the possible cause for this disparity. This study supports the necessity for the use of 
more robust approaches such as structural equation modeling in cross-cultural research. 
The failure of the original scale highlights the problems associated with the adapting of 
instruments to other research settings.
TIMSS motivational constructs are broadly divided into self-confidence— a specific 
form of self-concept (often referred to as competence belief), positive affect (i.e., intrinsic 
motivation: student like learning mathematics), and task value—including importance 
(i.e., extrinsic motivation: students’ value for mathematics) (see Marsh et al. 2013). Moti-
vation has been studied in the literature mostly by distinguishing between intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation (e.g., Ryan and Deci 2000). In affect research, terminology ambi-
guity and definition is a major challenge in the mathematics-related affective literature 
(Furinghetti and Pehkonen 2002; Hannula 2012). The concept of motivation, beliefs, 
attitudes, values, and views have been interchangeably defined in the literature (e.g. see 
Areepattamannil and Freeman 2008; Andre et  al. 1999; Cokley et  al. 2001; Middleton 
and Spanias 1999). Particularly in large-scale research like TIMSS, motivations have 
been frequently used rather than beliefs, attitudes or views of mathematics.
We will consider the Expectancy-value framework proposed by Eccles and her col-
leagues (e.g., Eccles et  al. 1983; Wigfield and Eccles 2000; Jacobs and Eccles 2000) on 
motivation as a framework for understanding the relationships between the various 
TIMSS motivational constructs, students’ performance in mathematics, and other 
background variables such as parental education, gender, and students’ long term 
educational aspirations. The expectancy-value model (e.g., Eccles and Wigfield 2002; 
Eccles[Parsons], et al. 1983; Jacobs and Eccles 2000; Wigfield and Eccles 2000) posits that 
individuals excel in subjects in which they expect to succeed or which they value (Leaper 
et al. 2012). The model posits that students’ competency beliefs and task-value are posi-
tively related, and they directly influence their academic performance and goals (Eccles 
and Wigfield 1995; Jacobs and Eccles 2000). The model further posits that parents’ and 
teachers’ expectations, parental involvement, values, and beliefs influence students’ 
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motivation, students’ goals (e.g., educational aspirations), their competence beliefs (e.g., 
self-confidence) and task values (e.g., value for mathematics) (Eccles et al. 1990; Jacobs 
and Bleeker 2004; Jacobs and Eccles 2000). As far as the relationship between affect and 
achievement is concerned, most studies have found that they have a positive relationship 
(Ma and Kishor 1997; Marsh et al. 2013; Wilkins et al. 2002; Vermeer et al. 2000); how-
ever, others have found a negative relationship (e.g., Wilkins 2004) especially in interna-
tional comparative studies (Kifer 2002; Shen and Tam 2008; Shen and Pedulla 2000). In 
a meta-analysis study, Hattie (2009) demonstrated that mathematics-related affect (e.g., 
mathematics self-concept) is the best non-cognitive predictors of individual achieve-
ment in mathematics (see also Stankov and Lee 2014). A cross-cultural dimension has 
been demonstrated (e.g., self-concept) for the causal determinism between self-belief 
and achievement, more typically in the western hemisphere (e.g., Parker et al. 2014; Sea-
ton et  al. 2014; Williams and Williams 2010; Hannula et  al. 2014) and recently in the 
African context (e.g., Bofah 2015).
Parental involvement, parental education, and teacher responsiveness
Parents’ and teachers’ expectations and attitudes have been found to be important in 
shaping students’ self-concept and expectation for success (Eccles [Parsons] et al. 1983; 
Jacobs and Eccles 2000). Parents and teachers are socio-actors with many social net-
works that can shape children’s education, which subsequently may have a significant 
impact on a child’s education (Ames et al. 1993; Sheldon 2002; Marchant et al. 2001). 
The important role that parents and teachers play on children’s school achievement has 
been thoroughly confirmed in a study by Marchant et al. (2001). Parental involvement 
have been known to influences children’s values and future aspirations (e.g., Jacobs and 
Eccles 2000). Many studies on parental involvement have found that parental involve-
ment in a child’s education has a positive impact (Abu-Hilal 2001; Campbell and Mandel 
1990; Epstein, 2008; Epstein 2010; Fan and Chen 2001; Ice and Hoover-Dempsey 2011; 
Gonzalez-DeHass et  al. 2005) whereas others have found a negative (e.g., Desimone 
1999; Fan and Chen 2001) or no impact (e.g., Topor et al. 2010; Reynolds 1992).
There is evidence to support the argument that students tend to have positive self-con-
fidence if there is positive support and encouragement from their parents to accomplish 
their goals and aspirations (Jacobs and Eccles 2000; Ormrod 2011). Meta-analytic studies 
(e.g., Fan and Chen 2001; Jeynes 2003, 2007) have found a positive relationship between 
parental involvement and academic achievements and a longitudinal study by Ice and 
Hoover-Dempsey (2011) revealed a significant positive relationship between parental 
involvement and student achievement outcomes. Keith and his colleagues (1993) exam-
ined the effects of parental involvement and the achievement of 21,814 eighth-graders 
from the National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS) data. The results indicated 
that parental involvement had an important influence on 8th-grade students’ math-
ematics achievement. The findings confirmed that parental involvement with students’ 
homework might have influenced the results. Moreover, Sharp (1995) found that paren-
tal involvement was consistently associated with mathematics achievement. In a study 
concerned with the effects of parental involvement on eighth-graders achievement, Bha-
not and Jovanovic (2009) found that children’s self-perception about their mathematics 
competency are functions of their parents’ and teachers’ perceptions of the children’s 
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competency. Davis-Kean and her colleagues (2007) in a longitudinal study analyzed how 
parents’ values and attitudes affect children’s mathematics performance and later inter-
est, and how these attitudes vary with the child’s gender. Between 1987 and 2000, using 
a data set of more than 800 children and their parents, they found that parental attitudes 
were important determinants of children’s mathematics performance and later interests. 
The study found that girls’ interest in mathematics decreases as their fathers’ gender ste-
reotypes increase, whereas the contrary was true for boys. The study further reported 
that parents provided a more mathematics-supportive environment for boys than girls, 
including the purchase of toys and time spent on activities.
The literature on higher parental education claims that parental education is signifi-
cantly associated with students’ academic performance (e.g., Davis-Kean 2005; Haveman 
and Wolfe 1995; Klebanov et al. 1994). Moreover, parents who are recipients of higher 
education place a great deal of emphasis on the value and importance of education, 
while committing themselves more to their children’s school activities—for example 
helping with their homework (e.g., Sy 2006). Chen and Stevenson (1995) found that stu-
dents whose fathers had postgraduate education scored almost 10 points higher on an 
achievement test than students whose fathers’ had junior high school education or less.
Teachers are surrogate parents with a similar socializing influence as students’ parents 
(Herring and Wahler 2003). As Herring and Wahler (2003, p. 120) put it: “a responsive 
teacher knows when to praise, to instruct, to acknowledge, to warn, and to penalize his 
or her students. As a result of these well-timed reactions and approaches, most children 
are ready to work and ready to learn”. Research has shown that a close positive student–
teacher relationship is associated with high student academic performance (Hughes et al. 
2005; Hamre and Pianta 2001; Wright et al. 1997; Connor et al. 2005, 2006). Moreover, 
teacher responsiveness has been found to be significantly associated with children class-
room responsiveness and negativity (Herring and Wahler 2003), and a lower positive 
attitude toward mathematics is a possible function of a lack of teacher supportiveness 
and an unsuitable classroom environment (Middleton and Spanias 1999). For example, 
Connor and colleagues found that students whose teachers were more responsive while 
also spending more time on academic activities had better academic success. Wright 
et al. (1997) found the teacher effect is a dominant factor affecting student academic gain 
more than the classroom context variables of heterogeneity among students and class 
sizes. However, the teacher-student relationships in the classroom and teaching prac-
tices have been found to be culturally specific (Connor et al. 2006; Page 1987; Lerkkanen 
et  al. 2012). For example, Page (1987) found that teachers’ definitions of students are 
reflections of the educational culture of a school, their perceptions of students’ social 
constructions (e.g., race, SES) and students’ academic status in the school (e.g., high- or 
low-ability track).
Gender and educational aspirations
The literature concerning the relationship between gender, motivation, and math-
ematics achievement is abundant. The relationship between motivational beliefs and 
performance for male and female students’ is important in unlocking the gendered 
mechanisms that affect mathematics performance and participation (e.g., Simpkins and 
Davis-Kean 2005; Watt et al. 2012; Nagy et al. 2010). Social and cultural barriers have 
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been known to influence gendered motivational belief and achievement. These barriers 
have been found to vary within and across nations (e.g., Hyde and Mertz 2009).
Researchers have found that gender differences in mathematics have decreased and in 
some instances they are non-existent (Else-Quest et al. 2010; Ma 2008; Marks 2008; Mul-
lis et al. 2012). However, some studies have shown a higher achievement for girls (e.g., Ma 
2008; Vermeer et al. 2000), for boys (e.g., Ma 2008; Marks 2008; Cheema and Galluzzo 
2013; Guiso et al. 2008; Fryer and Levitt 2010) and no difference between the sexes (e.g., 
Cheema and Galluzzo 2013; Marks 2008; Chen 2002). Studies across different countries 
have consistently identified a cultural dimension for gender differences in mathematics-
related affect and performance (Hyde and Mertz 2009; Forgasz et al. 2015) with studies 
indicating that gender significantly influences students’ mathematics self-concept, math-
ematics self-confidence, and the perceived usefulness of mathematics (e.g., Belcher et al. 
2006). For instance, studies have reported lower mathematics confidence, less liking for 
mathematics, a lower mathematics self-concept, and a lower value for mathematics for 
girls in science and mathematics tasks (Frenzel et al. 2010; Hyde et al. 1990; Else-Quest 
et al. 2010; Marsh et al. 2013; OECD 2015; Nagy et al. 2010; Watt 2004; Watt et al. 2012). 
Moreover, other studies have consistently shown gender differences favoring males in 
their mathematics ability even when there is no evidence of any achievement differences 
between the sexes (Frenzel et al. 2010; Nagy et al. 2010; Watt 2004). However, other stud-
ies have found that mathematics-related affect regarding the value placed on mathematics 
do not differ as a function of gender (e.g., Jacobs et al. 2002; Watt 2004).
In the Arabic world, consistent with the TIMSS findings (see also, Marsh et al. 2013; 
Ayalon and Livneh 2013), studies have found higher achievements favoring girls in Mid-
dle Eastern Arabic-speaking countries (e.g., Abu-Hilal 2001; Fryer and Levitt 2010; Mul-
lis et al. 2012) but favoring boys in Arabic countries in Africa (Ayalon and Livneh 2013). 
A possible explanation for the Middle Eastern Arabic-speaking scenario is that girls are 
more restricted to their homes than boys, and therefore they have more time to focus on 
their schoolwork than boys (Abu-Hilal 2001). Other reasons given are that it may be a 
result of the single-sex schooling system in these countries, which are normally the types 
of schools found in the Arab world (e.g., Fryer and Levitt 2010).
On the relationship between parental involvement and gender, studies have found 
that, in general, girls enjoy higher parental involvement with their schooling than boys 
(Gunderson et al. 2012; Jacobs and Bleeker 2004). Cultural stereotypes (e.g. mathematics 
is a male subject) have been shown to influence parents’ perceptions of their children’s 
abilities. For example, some studies (e.g., Jacobs and Bleeker 2004) have indicated that 
parents are more involved in their daughters’ mathematics and science activities than 
in their sons’ activities, resulting in an increased interest in children’s mathematics and 
science activities (see also Hoover-Dempsey and Sandler 1995). Other studies found 
that girls are less encouraged to partake in mathematics/science related activities than 
boys and parents perceive boys as more competent in mathematics than girls as well as 
perceiving mathematics as a male subject (e.g., Eccles[Parsons] et al. 1983). Bhanot and 
Jovanovic (2009) found that girls value science more when their parents believed that 
science was important for them but this relationship was disconnected in the case of 
boys. See Hoover-Dempsey and Sandler (1995), and Hoover-Dempsey et al. (2005) for 
an in-depth review of “Why do parents become involved in children’s education?”
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Several meta-analyses have attempted to corroborate the patterns of sex differences in 
the classroom in respect to teacher-student responsiveness (Kelly 1988; Jones and Dindia 
2004). Although the authors in the meta-analyses were cautious in their findings, never-
theless the outcome was that teacher-responsiveness favors male students. For instance, 
Jones and Dindia (2004) concluded that gender may not be the sole attribute but other 
factors such as school subject, student classroom behavior, and achievement, and the 
sex of the teacher may moderate the relationship. However, Cornbleth and Korth (1980) 
and Brady and Eisler (1999) found no sex differences in teacher-student responsiveness 
in the classroom. Given the mixed results, Canada and Pringle (1995) suggested that the 
social context within which the classroom interactions occur (i.e., whether the class-
room does or does not include men) can influence the teacher responsiveness. Canada 
and her colleagues observed that teacher responsiveness varied as a function of gender 
composition of the classroom.
As far as students’ educational aspirations are concerned, it is a known fact that as the 
level of education rises; individuals with lower degrees are at a disadvantage in terms of 
earnings and employability (Sanders, Field, and Diego 2001). Studies have shown that 
higher levels of educational aspirations significantly correlate with higher academic 
achievement (Gil-Flores et al. 2011; Saha, 1994; Sanders et al. 2001; Marjoribanks 2002, 
2003a, b). For instance, Marjoribanks (2002, 2003a) found that students’ academic aspi-
rations significantly contribute to their educational achievement and affect (e.g., self-
concept). There are mixed findings in the literature about any gender differences in 
students’ educational aspirations: with no gender difference reported (e.g., Garg et  al. 
2002; Watt et al. 2012); some studies have reported higher educational aspirations for 
females (e.g., Mau 2000); and in others, males were found to have higher educational 
aspirations (e.g., Mendez and Crawford 2002; Wilson and Wilson 1992).
Moreover, students’ expectancies and goals are directly related to their mathemat-
ics self-concepts and the perceptions of their parents’ and teachers’ attitudes towards 
their mathematics competence (Eccles[Parsons] et al. 1983; Gunderson et al. 2012). For 
instance, studies have shown that even when there was no evidence of achievement dif-
ferences between males and females in mathematics, parents’ perceptions of their chil-
dren’s mathematics achievement were influenced by the child’s gender (e.g., Eccles et al. 
1990; Eccles[Parsons] et al. 1983), with the parents of boys believing that their children 
have higher mathematics abilities than the parents of girls. This gender- stereotyping 
of children’s mathematics abilities can influence children’s self-concept because they in 
turn internalize gender stereotypes directly or indirectly (Eccles et al. 1990; Gunderson 
et al. 2012). From the above, we can see that gender-role stereotyping and societal influ-
ence (e.g. parents and teacher) have a significant influence on students’ mathematics 
motivation. We will explore gender and educational aspirations differences across the 
five countries in an attempt to determine how they are interrelated with motivational 
beliefs and achievement.
A priori predictions and the research question
In the present study, we will investigate the psychometric properties (factor struc-
ture, reliabilities, method effect, and measurement invariance—country and gender) of 
the TIMSS 2011 motivational constructs (e.g. mathematics confidence, students like 
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learning mathematics, students’ value for mathematics, teacher responsiveness, and 
parental involvement) across the five educational systems/nations/cultures. We tested if 
the factor structure of the constructs supports the a priori structure they were designed 
to measure. Specifically, we tested the reliability of the constructs, measurement invari-
ance of the constructs across the five nations, country differences and their relationship 
to background variables such as students’ parental education, aspirations, mathematics 
achievement, and gender differences. Specific hypotheses with respect to the aims are 
discuss below.
Factor structure
First, the motivational constructs have been developed in western contexts. Second, 
TIMSS 2011 included new items in the motivational constructs that were not present in 
previous years. Therefore, we leave open the research question whether the 28 motiva-
tional items support a five-factor a priori structure, i.e., the student confidence in math-
ematics (SCM) scale, the students like learning mathematics (SLM) scale, the students 
value mathematics (SVM) scale, the teacher responsiveness scale (TRES), and the paren-
tal involvement scale-positive parenting (PIV). This a priori factor structure is derived 
from the design of the TIMSS 2011 scales. However, we did expect a high correlation 
between the students confident in mathematics scale and the students like learning 
mathematics scale.
Method effects: the negative item effect
On balance, researchers include negatively worded items or reverse-coded items in 
survey instruments to reduce the effect of response pattern biases (e.g., acquiescence) 
(Numally 1978). The notion is that negatively worded items may act like cognitive “speed 
bumps” that require respondents to engage in more controlled, as opposed to automatic 
cognitive processing (Podsakoff et  al. 2003, p. 884). Unfortunately, a review of the lit-
erature does not support these assertions. However, responses to negatively worded 
items have been found to yield systematic variance that is irrelevant to the content under 
study, this is irrespective of the age group but it is more commonly with young chil-
dren (e.g., Benson and Hocevar 1985; Hooper et al. 2013; Urbán et al. 2014; Marsh 1986). 
Marsh and his colleagues define method effects as “nontrait effects associated with idi-
osyncratic aspects of particular items or methods of data collection” (Marsh et al. 2013, 
p. 112).
One common source of method effect is the use of negatively worded items in a survey 
instrument. Studies have indicated that the method effect can be seen if at least about 
10 % of respondents fail to acknowledge the presence of negatively worded items in a 
survey instrument and respond appropriately (Woods 2006; Schmitt and Stults 1985). 
Moreover, many studies on constructs validation (e.g., even for older students and 
adults) have shown that positively and negatively worded items in a survey often form 
two distinct factors structures in factor analysis (e.g., Marsh 1986, 1996; Metsämuu-
ronen 2012a; Roszkowski and Soven 2010; Chiu 2008, 2012). However, the split in fac-
tors is very much associated with uni-dimensional construct.
Studies have indicated that response to negatively worded items differ cross-culturally, 
(e.g., Schmitt and Allik 2005; Benson and Hocevar 1985; Marsh 1986; Hooper et al. 2013; 
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Metsämuuronen 2012a). Using self-esteem measures (i.e., the Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Scale) in 53 countries, D. P. Schmitt and his colleagues found that “… in many cultures 
the answers to negatively worded items are systematically different from the answers to 
positively worded items” (Schmitt and Allik 2005, p. 638; see also Hooper et  al. 2013; 
Metsämuuronen 2012a). However, other studies have found that the method effect asso-
ciated with negatively worded items are related to age and verbal ability (Marsh 1986, 
1996; Corwyn 2000; Metsämuuronen 2012a), insufficient cognitive ability in mathemat-
ics and science (Hooper et al. 2013; Metsämuuronen 2012a), careless response patterns 
(Schmitt and Stults 1985; Woods 2006), and substantively irrelevant artefacts (Marsh 
1996). Moreover, a direct relationship between negatively worded items and achieve-
ment has been established. The results hint at a relationship between country-level item 
fit and country-level performance on assessment (Hooper et al. 2013; Metsämuuronen 
2012a).
When method effects are not accounted for, they have been shown to affect the good-
ness of fit statistics, lead to biased parameter estimates (e.g., Chiu 2012, 2008; Bagozzi 
1993; Quilty et al. 2009; Marsh 1994, 1996; Distefano and Motl 2009; Marsh et al. 2013; 
Lindwall et al. 2012; Tomǭs et al. 2013; Horan et al. 2003; Magazine et al. 1996) and influ-
ence the validity and reliability of the scale (e.g., Roszkowski and Soven 2010; Woods 
2006; Raykov 2001; Brown 2015). Moreover, the method effect can lead to wrong infer-
ences by suppressing or inflating the relationships between constructs by contributing to 
Type I or Type II errors if not incorporated into the measurement model (e.g., Bagozzi 
1993; Magazine et al. 1996).
The methodological strategy commonly used to counteract the method effect fall 
within the framework of multitrait–multimethod (MTMM) under structural equation 
modeling. The most common approach is the correlated traits, correlated uniquenesses 
(CTCU) framework (e.g., Kenny and Kashy 1992; Marsh 1986, 1996; Distefano and Motl 
2009; Marsh et al. 2013; Horan et al. 2003). The CTCU framework treats the negative 
wording effect as a methodological artefact rather than a distinct factor by allowing the 
item uniqueness related to the negatively worded items to be correlated (Ye and Wal-
lace 2013). Thus, the CTCU framework allows the method wording effect to be removed 
from the construct by not allowing the wording effect to be examined as a unique fac-
tor (Distefano and Motl 2009). This helps eliminate any irrelevant empirical relationship 
with the constructs or variables in the study. Method effects related to negatively worded 
items using the CTCU method has been reported in both TIMSS 2003 (e.g., Chiu 2008, 
2012) and TIMSS 2007 (e.g., Marsh et al. 2013, 2014), and the National Educational Lon-
gitudinal Survey (NELS:88) (Marsh 1994) for the self-concept variate.
In line with the findings presented above we hypothesized that there should be method 
effects associated with negatively worded items. Thus, achieving a model with an accept-
able goodness of fit, unbiased standard errors and parameter estimates would require 
controlling for the method effects associated with the use of negatively worded items 
in our data set. We also expect to find a relationship between the country-level model 
fit due to method effect associated with the negatively worded items and country-level 
performance on assessment.
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Reliability
Although it is subject to much misuse, misunderstanding and confusion (Sijtsma 2009; 
Yang and Green 2011), Cronbach’s alpha (α) has for a long time been the most widely 
used quality indicator test statistics measure (e.g., Novick and Lewis 1967). Moreover, α 
is known to either underestimate or overestimate reliability (Bofah and Hannula 2014; 
Brown 2015; Geldhof et al. 2014; Novick and Lewis 1967), and studies have shown that 
imported constructs regardless of their high reliabilities in the original settings, often 
show lower reliabilities when imported to different cultural settings (see  Bofah and 
Hannula 2014, 2015; Tuohilampi et  al. 2013). Furthermore, if the underlying construct 
includes correlated measurement errors, α can underestimate or overestimate the reli-
ability construct depending on the parameters of the measures (e.g., Brown 2015; Raykov 
2001; Peterson and Kim 2013; Bentler 2009; Green and Yang 2009; Raykov 2001; Yang 
and Green 2011). The composite reliability measure (ω) (Raykov 2012), which is usually 
associated with CFA models was estimated to complement the α estimates. The use of ω 
provides reliability estimates, which are in the direct context of the estimated CFA model. 
Composite reliability incorporates the computed factor loadings, error variance, error 
covariances (method effect if any, e.g., correlated uniquenesses associated with negatively 
worded items) and produces more precise estimates of reliability than the reliabilities 
estimates provided by α (Brown 2015; Geldhof et al. 2014; Raykov 2012; Yang and Green 
2011). It is interpreted in the same way as α; ω values of 0.600–0.700 are acceptable in 
exploratory research (Hair et al. 2010). Because the constructs come largely from western 
research and empirical evidence based on previous TIMSS research (e.g. Rutkowski and 
Rutkowski 2010; Metsämuuronen 2012a, b), we hypothesized that the reliability estimates 
would be lower in our sub-sample. Moreover, we expected the reliability of the confidence 
and like mathematics constructs to be affected by the method effect associated with the 
negatively worded item (e.g., Roszkowski and Soven 2010; Woods 2006; Brown 2015).
Using robust maximum likelihood (MLR) to account for the normality in the scales, 
the MLR estimator for the Composite reliability (ω) was computed as: 
 where bi represents the ith factor loading onto a single common factor and θi represents 
the unique variance of item i (with factor variance fixed at 1). In the event that the model 
contains correlated error covariance, the denominator is extended by twice the sum of 
the estimated error covariances 
(Raykov 2012).
Measurement invariance
We tested for measurement invariance, i.e., if the measurement instruments are 
equal across the different educational/cultural systems. Measurement invariance is 
ω =
(b1 + · · · + bi)
2
(b1 + · · · + bi)
2
+ θ1 · · · + θi
,
ω =
(b1 + · · · + bi)
2
(b1 + · · · + bi)
2
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an important aspect of cross-cultural research and constructs validation. Moreover, 
because of the diverse cultural backgrounds of students from the participating countries 
in this study, we leave open the hypothesis whether there is support for an invariance 
of factor loading (metric invariance), and item intercept (scalar invariance) across the 
countries or educational systems.
Country differences in achievement and the motivational constructs
The results from TIMSS 2011 (Mullis et  al. 2012) indicated that the performance of 
some countries within the present study were among the lowest. We expect lower stu-
dent motivation to lead to lower student mathematics achievements but as Marsh et al. 
(2013, p. 7) argue “the process of forming self-beliefs is complex and is not a simple 
function of achievement levels”. Moreover, Marsh and his colleagues argue that there is a 
strong frame of reference effect associated with students’ self-belief (Marsh 2007; Marsh, 
et al. 2013). In most cases comparisons are made in reference to other students in the 
same school or class, so country level differences may not be reflected in individual stu-
dents’ mathematics self-beliefs. For instance, Tunisia and Morocco are Arab countries 
with educational systems based mainly on single-sex schools, therefore their students’ 
frames of reference are specific for each gender (Marsh et al. 2013) whereas in Ghana, 
students study in both single-sex and co-educational schools consequently the frames of 
reference of co-educational students and single-sex students may differ. Because of the 
diverse school systems in the present study, and since the literature on the relationship 
across different cultures is diverse coupled with no clear consistent findings in respect to 
the relationship between mathematics self-belief and achievement at the country-level 
(e.g., Lee 2009), we leave open the question of how achievement relates to these con-
structs. However, we expected to find a positive relationship between the students confi-
dent in mathematics, the students values for mathematics and students like mathematics 
scales.
Gender and educational aspiration difference
Studies have indicated that differences in gender achievement levels have been reduced 
(e.g., Ma 2008; Else-Quest et  al. 2010), are non-existent (e.g., Cheema and Galluzzo 
2013; Hyde et al. 1990; Ma 2008; Mullis et al. 2012) but still persist in some countries 
(e.g., Ma 2008; Mullis et al. 2012; Cheema and Galluzzo 2013). For instance, in Eastern 
Arab countries girls have been consistently performing better than boys in TIMSS (e.g., 
Mullis et al. 2012). With this inconsistency, it is difficult to predict which gender in our 
present sample would have better achievement performance for TIMSS. We have also 
left open the research questions concerning the relationship between the motivational 
constructs and student gender. However, we did expect higher parental involvement and 
aspiration for girls, and higher mathematics confidence for boys.
For the students’ long term educational aspirations (thereafter aspirations)—aspiring 
to higher levels of education—have been found to significantly correlate with higher per-
formance (e.g., Gil-Flores et al. 2011; Marjoribanks 2002, 2003a, b). Moreover, students’ 
aspirations have been found to influence their affective (e.g., self-concept) dispositions 
(Eccles [Parsons] et  al. 1983; Gunderson et  al. 2012). However, because of the diverse 
cultural background of the students’ in our study we leave open the question of how 
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TIMSS is an international assessment of mathematics and science for fourth and eighth 
graders that has been conducted every 4 years since 1995 by the International Associa-
tion for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) (Mullis et al. 2012). In TIMSS 
2011 45 countries/school systems participated in the eighth grade assessment. All stu-
dents enrolled in grade eight were eligible to take part in the survey. The mean age for 
the present Africa participants was 15.58, with a median age of 15.42 and a standard 
deviation of 1.40. The sampling design is a two-stage cluster design consisting of sam-
pling of schools and sampling of intact classrooms from the target grade in the schools. 
There were 989 intact classrooms (clusters) with an average of 39 students per class. 
For the present study, the participants were eighth-grade students from Ghana (7323 
students, 48 % female, from 173 intact classrooms with an average cluster size of 41), 
Morocco (8986 students, 48 % female, from 279 intact classrooms with an average clus-
ter size of 32), and Tunisia (5128 students, 51 % female, from 207 intact classrooms with 
an average cluster size of 25) and the ninth grade in Botswana (5400 students, 49  % 
female, from 151 intact classrooms with an average cluster size of 35), and South Africa 
(11,969 students, 49 % female, from 317 intact classrooms with an average cluster size of 
37). Countries have the options of testing a higher grade if the questions are too difficult 
for their eighth graders. As such, Botswana and South Africa tested grade 9.
The TIMSS 2011 students’ affect questionnaire was designed to measure students’ self-
perception and attitudes toward mathematics. As is usual for TIMSS, in TIMMS–2011 
new items were included and others dropped from the TIMSS 2007 items. As shown 
in Additional file 1: Table S1, the students like learning mathematics (SLM) scale was 
created based on the students’ degree of agreement with five statements. The students’ 
value mathematics (SVM) scale was created based on the students’ degree of agreement 
with six statements. The students confident in mathematics (SCM) scale was created 
based on students’ degree of agreement with nine statements; whereas both the paren-
tal involvement/positive parenting (PIV) scale and the teacher responsiveness (TRES) 
scale consist of four items each. The teacher responsiveness scale is a measure of the 
extent to which students perceive their teachers are caring, helpful and responsive to 
their learning needs. Responses for the students like learning mathematics scale, the stu-
dents value mathematics scale, the students confident in mathematics scale, and teacher 
responsiveness were based on a four-point Likert scale: Agree a lot (1), Agree a little 
(2), Disagree a little (3), Disagree a lot (4). On the other hand, responses to the paren-
tal involvement scale range from: Every day or almost every day (1), Once or twice a 
week (2), Never or twice a month (3), Never or almost never (4). In the present study, 
the scores were reverse-coded so that a higher value corresponds to a higher response. 
In this study, we use the terms confidence, value of mathematic, like mathematics and 
achievement, to mean the Students Confident in Mathematics scale (SCM), the Students 
Value Mathematics scale (SVM), the Students Like Learning Mathematics scale (SLM), 
and achievement in mathematics respectively. In particular, for readability purposes the 
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terms self-concept, confidence, self-confidence have been used interchangeably in the 
present study.
Three demographic variables were employed as indicators of students’ background 
variables:
a. Gender (coded 1 for girls, 2 for boys);
b. Long-term educational aspirations—participants were required to indicate the high-
est level of education they expected to attain on a scale ranging from (1) “Lower 
secondary education” to (6) “University program- Master/Doctorate” (See Foy et al. 
2013 for specific nationally definition classifications).
c. Parental education—respondents were asked to record the highest level of educa-
tion completed by their male, and female guardian on a seven-point scale; (1) “Some 
Primary or [some] Junior Secondary or did not go to school” to (7) “University pro-
gram- Master/Doctorate”. The parental education variable was further collapsed into 
5 categories: if both parents (5) “Finished University or higher”, (4) “Finished Post-
Secondary Education but not University”, (3) “Finished Upper-secondary”, (2) “Fin-
ished Lower-Secondary”, (1) “Finished some primary or lower-secondary school-
ing or did not go to school”. High scores represent high levels of education and low 
scores represent low levels of education (for specific nationally definition classifica-
tions, see Foy et al. 2013).
Achievement scores
TIMSS 2011 reported students’ achievements scores in five plausible values—they 
are random numbers drawn from the distribution of scores that could be reasonably 
assigned to each individual. Following the advice from the TIMSS 2011 user guide and 
the TIMSS technical report we used all five plausible values in our analyses (Foy et al. 
2013). The use of plausible values has been discussed in detail in the TIMSS2011 user 
guide (see Foy et  al. 2013). The reliability for the achievement scores was (α: 0.966; 
ω: 0.962) for the whole sample (Botswana α  =  0.969, ω  =  0.966; Ghana α  =  0.946, 
ω = 0.942; Morocco α = 0.957, ω = 0.953; South Africa α = 0.966, ω = 0.963; Tunisia 
α = 0.966, ω = 0.963). We performed all data analyses five times, once with each plausi-
ble value, the results were aggregated to obtain parameter estimates and standard errors.
In the present sample, Morocco and Ghana had significant percentages of very low 
eighth-grade performing students (percentage of students with achievement levels too 
low for estimation exceeded 25 %) with South Africa and Botswana having significantly 
low performing ninth-grade students (percentage of students with achievement lev-
els too low for estimation exceeded 15 % but did not exceed 25 %) (Mullis et al. 2012). 




All analyses in the study were done using Mplus 7.31. We used the IEA International 
Database (IDB) Analyzer (ver. 3.1) (IEA IDB 2014) incorporated into IBM SPSS (ver. 21) 
for combining the data sets from the different countries and to select the background 
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variables. To control for non-normality (skewedness or kurtoses) in the data set, we used 
the robust maximum likelihood estimator (MLR) with standard errors and a Chi square 
test statistic that is robust to non-normality and non-independence of observations (to 
account for the dependency issue of students nested within classrooms) (*Muthén and 
Muthén 1998-2012).
Skewness (−2.848–0.276) and kurtoses (−1.438–8.053) were high above the recom-
mended range (Kline 2005) for the motivational items. Missing data was treated using 
the Mplus multiple imputation procedure (Asparouhov and Muthén 2010; Schafer and 
Graham 2002). As is common, the input of 5 datasets was required to remove any uncer-
tainty in the imputed process (Allison 2003; Schafer and Olson 1998). All variables used 
in the analyses were included in the imputation process. Because of the design of the 
TIMSS survey, with students clustered within schools, we used the Mplus complex sur-
vey design option to control the clustered design and adjust standard errors. Class was 
used as the clustering variable as it is used to uniquely identify the sampled classrooms 
within a country. Sampling weights were also taken into account in the analyses (weight-
ing variable supplied with the data).
Model evaluation criteria
Evaluation of a model fit was based on multiple criteria. Since the Chi square test is sen-
sitive to large sample size, we considered the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 
(RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI) and the change in fit between nested meas-
urement invariance models (e.g. ΔCFI) (Chen 2007). The value of CFI can vary between 
0-to-1. Fit is considered adequate if the CFI values are >0.900 and better if they are 
≥0.950, and RMSEA ≤0.060 for models with a better fit, an RMSEA ≤0.080 indicates an 
adequate model fit (Bentler and Bonett 1980; Brown and Cudeck 1993; Hu and Bentler 
1999). We examined the change in CFI. If the decrease in model fit for the more restric-
tive model is less than or equal to 0.010 for CFI, then there is reasonable support for 
the more restrictive model (Chen 2007). These thresholds were used as mere guidelines 
because they can vary across studies (Kline 2005). We also took into account our a priori 
prediction, common sense, comparison of viable alternative models and detail evalua-
tion of parameter estimates (see Marsh et al. 2013).
Test for measurement invariance
To make any meaningful comparison, researchers test if a measured construct across 
groups in any population measures “the same thing”. The process is known as the 
measurement invariance. Invariance measurements allow the comparability of scores 
between groups. They involve the process of investigating whether items contribute 
equally (often based on the factor loadings, intercepts or thresholds) across these varia-
bles, “thus ensuring that the constructs are operationalized similarly (Sass 2011, p. 348)”. 
A multigroup invariance test begins with a configural invariance model, (a model with 
all the parameters freely estimated) which is the baseline model for comparing other 
models. Cultural differences may lead to a lack of configural invariance when a con-
struct is imported from one cultural setting to another (Chen 2008). A good fit should 
be achieved to pave the way for the estimation of later models. The configural model is 
followed by a metric invariance model, which requires that the factor loadings should be 
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equal (invariant) across the groups. If metric invariance holds, we could conclude that 
the constructs are manifested the same way in each of the groups (Millsap and Olivera-
Aguilar 2012). The most probable cause for non-metric invariance is the importation of 
a scale from one culture to different cultures when the definitions and meanings of con-
cepts do not overlap across the cultures, because of inappropriate translation, or/and the 
respondents’ tendencies to use or avoid extreme responses (Chen 2008).
Scalar invariance requires the indicator intercept and factor loadings to be invariant 
across the groups. Scalar invariance is important because it implies that population dif-
ferences in the means of the measured variables must be due to the influence of common 
factors (Millsap and Olivera-Aguilar 2012). Support for scalar measurement invariance 
indicates that mean differences between groups at the item level can be explained in 
terms of differences at the latent factor mean level. Support for scalar invariance, helps 
eliminate ambiguity in the explanation of group mean differences (Chen 2008). Possi-
ble causes of scalar invariance are social desirability, the frame of reference effect (see 
Marsh 2007) and when a group within the study is preoccupied with its own defects or 
deficiencies, which may produce a significant effect on their responses (Chen 2008, p. 
1007). Finally, there is strict measurement invariance, which requires invariance of item 
uniqueness as well as factor loadings and intercepts. The most severe possible cause is 
the method effect. In the present study, the five countries were treated as grouping vari-
able for the multi-group analysis.
We also evaluated gender invariance across the five countries. We created 10 group-
ings (10 groups: 2 gender × 5 countries) and performed measurement invariance with 
the grouping variable.
Results
The factor structure and method effects
We posit that the 28 motivational items can be explained by 5 factors namely: students’ 
confidence in mathematics, like mathematics, value of mathematics, teacher respon-
siveness, and parental involvement. These factor structures are a result of how TIMSS 
has operationalized the motivational constructs in their study. The 6 negatively worded 
items (see Additional file 1: Table S1), 4 in the confidence in mathematics scale, 2 in the 
like mathematics scale were set correlated in order to control the method effect associ-
ated with including negatively worded items in the questionnaire. The rationale for this 
approach has been outlined and illustrated by Chiu (2008, 2012); Marsh (1994, 1996); 
Quilty et  al. (2009); Distefano and Motl (2009) and Marsh et  al. (2013) and there are 
appeals for extensively in the section discussing the method effect associated with 
negatively worded items. As can be seen in Additional file  2: Table  S2, the fit indices 
for section A (part without the correlated uniqueness of the negative items) tend to be 
outside the range of what is generally considered to be an adequate fit (i.e., CFI, >0.90) 
for each country. However, as indicated in section B, when the error terms of the nega-
tively worded items were allowed to covary, the model fit improves dramatically for all 
the cases except Tunisia. The variability of the improvement in the CFI fit from 0.053 
in Tunisia to 0.155 in Ghana indicates that the method effect associated with the nega-
tively worded items appears to have an effect in all the countries, but the effect is less 
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pronounced in some countries than others. Moreover, the correlation between the nega-
tively worded items was statistically significant in all the countries.
The total sample Model M0 (Additional file 2: Table S2, Section A) is the theoretical 
model; this did not fit our data set due to the method effect. Including the correlated 
uniquenesses between the negatively worded items in the model improved the model 
fit to the acceptable level seen in Model M1 (Additional file 2: Table S2, Section B). This 
finding supports our hypothesis that achieving an acceptable model fit requires that 
steps should be taken to control for the method effects associated with the combined use 
of negatively and positively worded items in our data set. Moreover, it supports the liter-
ature (e.g., Chiu 2012; Marsh 1996; Marsh et al. 2013). Model M1 depicted in Fig. 1 was 
the baseline model for subsequent analyses. Although, the factor loadings (Additional 
file 1: Table S1) were all statistically significant, the loadings for the negatively worded 
items were very low.
Invariance across nations over the motivational constructs
In order to determine to what extent the factor structures for mathematics confidence, 
like mathematics, value of mathematics, teacher responsiveness, and parental involve-
ment can be generalized to each of the groups and that the country differences have not 
been influenced by the characteristics of the underlying constructs, multi-group con-
firmatory analysis was implemented. Indicated in both Additional files 2, 3: Tables S2, S3 
as Model 1 (M1), and depicted in Fig. 1 is the hypothesized model (the baseline model) 
for the multi-group analysis. As indicated earlier, multiple group (MG) modeling starts 
with a configural model. As Additional file  3: Table  S3 indicates, the configural model 
(MG2) provided a good fit to the data, indicating support for configural validity across 
nations, thus paving the way for further model testing.
PIV SVM SLM SCM TRES
4 items 6 items 5 pos3 pos 2 neg 4 neg 4 items
5 items 9 items
Fig. 1 Conceptual as well as the baseline model for the study. The large ovals are latent factors; the rectan‑
gles are measured variables on constructs (to avoid cluttering, each large rectangle was used to represent the 
number items on a construct and the number of items indicated inside); the small circles measure variable 
uniqueness/error term. The double‑headed arrows are correlations between the latent variables. The dotted 
double-headed arrows lines are correlated uniquenesses (CUs), (shaded) to control for the method effect asso‑
ciated with the negative worded item effect. Parental Involvement (PIV), student value mathematics (SVM), 
students like mathematics (SLM), students confident in mathematics (SCM), Teacher responsiveness (TRES), 
positively worded items (pos), negatively worded items (neg)
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With regard to the metric invariance (MG3), the results revealed that on comparing 
the metric invariance to the configural invariance (MG2), the metric invariance model 
fits the data adequately. In addition, the drop in fit (i.e., ΔCFI) is within the acceptable 
cut-off limits. Metric invariance is retained. Thus, confidence in the mathematic scale, 
the like mathematics scale, the value mathematics scale, the teacher responsiveness 
scale, and the parent involvement scales are invariant across the five African countries. 
In other words, the constructs can be generalized to have been measuring the same 
dimensions across the five African countries. We then proceeded to testing scalar invar-
iance (Model 4 MG4). Model 4 (MG4) the scalar invariance fit is not as good a fit as 
the metric invariance model (MG3). Although RMSEA supports the model fit, CFI did 
not (including ΔCFI >0.010). Thus, scalar invariance was not supported. This is in line 
with Chen’s (2008) argument that measurement invariance especially scalar invariance 
is rarely seen in cross-cultural research. This is a possible sign of social desirability, and 
the frame of reference effect (Chen 2008) in the students’ responses.
Since the invariance of item intercepts is important for the interpretation of latent 
mean differences, partial invariance (e.g., Byrne et  al. 1989; Steenkamp and Baum-
gartner 1998) for the item intercepts is necessary. On the basis of the modification 
indexes guidelines proposed by Byrne et al. (1989), and Cheung and Rensvold (1998), we 
explored the partial measurement invariance model. A partial scalar invariance model is 
one in which some measurement intercepts are invariant and others are not. This 
resulted in allowing 4 out of 9 ‘mathematics confidence items’, 2 out of 5 ‘like mathemat-
ics’ items, 1 out of 4 ‘teacher responsiveness’ items and 2 out of 6 ‘value of mathematics’ 
items to be freely estimated across countries. The resulting Model 5 (M5)1 supported 
partial invariance for item intercepts, which allows the comparison of latent mean dif-
ferences between the countries. Since there was support for metric invariance and the 
majority of the item intercepts were invariant across countries, we are confident that any 
estimated latent mean differences across the countries are reliably (i.e., they are based on 
many cross-culturally comparable items) (Chen 2008; Steenkamp and Baumgartner 
1998). That is, the pattern of latent mean differences is a terse summary of the observed 
means across the countries. Nevertheless, interpretation of the latent mean comparison 
should be done with caution. Using Model 5 (MG5) as the baseline we tested gender 
measurement invariance over the five countries (10 groups: dividing the five country 
samples into separate boy and girl groups (i.e., 2 genders  ×  5 countries). The results 
show support for configural (MG7), metric (MG8) and scalar (MG9) invariance (See 
Additional file 3: Table S3). The support for the full measurement invariance provides a 
good argument for comparison of means and other scores for gender.
Reliabilities of the constructs
In response to our third research question, TIMSS 2011 reliability estimates were com-
puted for each country. We incorporated the correlated uniquenesses (method effect) 
associated with the negatively worded items in the computation of the composite reli-
abilities (ω). Overall sample reliabilities (α: 0.620–0.780; ω: 0.605–0.786) were generally 
1 Intercepts of Items [BSBM16A BSBM16F BSBM16D BSBM16E] on the students’ confidence in mathematics variate, 
[BSBM14C BSBM14B] on the students like mathematics variate, [BSBM15D] on the teacher responsiveness variate, and 
items [BSBM16K BSBM16N] on the students’ value mathematics variate were freely estimated.
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acceptable for α estimates but some of the constructs were far below the acceptable limit 
for the ω estimates. Individual nation reliabilities for some scales reached the desir-
able standard of 0.800, but some also fell below the acceptable value of 0.600 (Hair et al. 
2010). The teacher responsiveness constructs for Ghana and Morocco were far below the 
acceptable limit. The mathematics confidence scale was particularly worrisome because 
here ω was unacceptably low for all the countries. Moreover, ω was unacceptably low in 
Ghana for the like mathematics construct. This may indicate a possible substantial error 
of measurement and/or limited true individual differences and problems of translation 
associated with the definition of the constructs.
Moreover, there is the possibility that the lower reliabilities may attenuate the validity 
of any interpretations based on manifest scale scores, and weaken statistical power, as 
well as the effect sizes (Raykov 2012; Schmitt 1996; Marsh et al. 2013). To deal with this 
situation Cole and Preacher (2013) advise researchers to base any comparisons on latent-
variable models that account for unreliability, biasedness, and measurement errors.
To further ascertain whether the model without the method effect due to the nega-
tively corrected items was poorly specified, composite reliabilities with the correlated 
uniquenesses (see Additional file 4: Table S4) and without the correlated uniquenesses 
(not reported) were compared. The results showed that the reliability seems to be high 
initially as is the case for α, but once the model was properly specified its poor reliability 
became evident (the ω estimates). Without accounting for the correlated uniquenesses, 
the common factors would have to “pick up the slack” and the reliability was larger than 
it really was (K. J. Preacher, personal communication, February 18, 2014).
Latent mean differences in achievement and the motivational constructs
After imposing invariance constraints on the measurement intercepts, the entire mean 
structure for the factor model across groups can be identified by fixing the factor mean 
to zero in one group and freely estimating the factor means in all the other groups. If 
these values are positive, we interpret them as indicating that the compared groups have 
higher latent mean values than the reference group and vice versa. For the purposes of 
these analyses, the Ghanaian sample which seems to be the “most deviant” of the coun-
tries in terms of the psychometric properties was chosen as the reference group; as such, 
the latent means for the four constructs were fixed at zero in the Ghanaian sample so 
that the size and direction of differences in all the remaining four countries could be 
evaluated in relationship to the Ghanaian sample (see Additional file 5: Table S5).
To illustrate the reasoning for the mean difference comparison already discussed 
(Additional file  5: Table  S5), when the latent mean of student mathematic confidence 
was fixed at zero in the Ghanaian sample a standardized latent mean value of −0.461 
was found in the Botswana sample. Thus, students are less confident of their mathemat-
ics skills in Botswana than in Ghana. These are standardized effects sizes and the dif-
ferences between the countries are in standard deviation units. All the other countries’ 
estimates for mathematic confidence were statistically significant and negative, an indi-
cation that confidence in mathematics in all the four countries are statistically lower 
than in Ghana. For the like mathematics, value mathematics, and teacher responsiveness 
constructs, all the countries had lower statistically significantly values. Thus, students in 
all other countries place less value on mathematics, a lower liking for mathematics and 
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think their teachers are less responsive than Ghanaian students. With parental involve-
ment, there was statistically significantly higher parental involvement in South African 
than in Ghana and it was lower in Botswana, Morocco, and Tunisia than in Ghana.
All the achievement scores were standardized (mean = 0, SD = 1), as such a positive 
achievement score indicates better than average mathematics achievement across the 
five countries and negative scores reflect lower than average achievement. Mathemat-
ics achievement scores were significantly positive for Botswana (+0.293 SD above the 
mean) and Tunisia (+0.677 SD above the mean) and significantly negative for Ghana 
(−0.497 SD below the mean) and South Africa (−0.254 SD below the mean). Indeed, it 
is only in Morocco that mathematics achievement is not statistically significantly below 
the five country mean, however the score is just below the mean achievement of the five 
countries.
Students’ long-term educational aspirations (LEA in Additional file 4: Table S4) were 
higher in Ghana (+0.050 SD below the mean), and lower in Botswana (−0.081 SD below 
the mean) and Morocco (−0.235 SD below the mean). There were no differences in stu-
dents’ reported long-term educational aspirations in South Africa and Tunisia.
Motivational constructs, achievement, and background variables
Model 6 (M6) was used as the basis for the analysis of how the three background vari-
ables (gender, parent education, and student’s long term educational aspirations) and 
students’ mathematics achievements were related to the motivational constructs. M6 
contained the 3 background variables and students’ achievements variate as correlates 
(i.e., treated as covariates in Mplus). This approach is called the multiple-indicator-mul-
tiple-indicator cause (MIMIC) (Kaplan 2000) and is very similar to regression analysis 
but in the CFA framework measurement errors are controlled for bias using latent con-
structs (Mayer et al. 2014).
The range and direction of the correlations amongst the motivational constructs were 
within the expected ranges and directions seen in previous studies (e.g. Marsh et  al. 
2013). As with our a priori prediction, the highest correlations were recorded for the 
mathematics confidence and like mathematics scales in all countries (rs = 0.633–0.787, 
p < 0.001: Additional file 5: Table S5). The correlations amongst the motivational con-
structs were higher in Ghana than in the other countries. There was a systematic cross-
cultural universal pattern for the relationship between mathematics confidence, like 
mathematics and value of mathematics (rs = 0.233–0.787, p < 0.001). The relationship 
between teacher responsiveness and students’ motivational belief was systematically 
from low to high and universal across the countries (rs = 0.246–0.753, p < 0.001). The 
relationship between parental involvement and the other motivational construct were 
positive and universal across the countries; however, the magnitude of the relationships 
was culturally specific. For instance, in Tunisia, Botswana and South Africa the rela-
tionship between parental involvement and teacher responsiveness was the strongest, 
whereas in Ghana and Morocco the relationship between parental involvement and con-
fidence in mathematics was the strongest.
On the relationship between the motivation construct and achievement, there was 
a positive relationship between parental involvement and achievement in Ghana and 
Morocco but a negative correlation in Botswana and South Africa. No statistically 
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significant relationship was found between parental involvement and achievement in 
Tunisia. Achievement correlated strongly with the value of mathematics in Botswana to 
very low in Tunisia (Mdn r = 0.217), but correlations with liking for mathematics were 
smaller (Mdn r = 0.235). Students’ confidence in mathematics correlated strongly with 
achievement in Tunisia to very low in South Africa (Mdn r = 0.211), but the relation-
ships between achievement and teacher responsiveness (Mdn r = 0.110) were very small 
and was not statistically significant in South Africa and Tunisia. For Ghana, Botswana 
and South Africa, in relation to achievement, the highest relationship was between the 
value for mathematics and achievement whereas in the two Arab countries (Morocco 
and Tunisia) the highest relationships were for confidence in mathematics. There was a 
statistically significantly negative correlation between parental involvement and math-
ematics achievement in South Africa and Botswana, whereas a positive relationship was 
seen in Morocco and Ghana. No relationship was seen in Tunisia. The pattern of rela-
tionship between the motivational constructs and achievement was universal for value 
of mathematics and confidence in mathematics whereas it was cross-culturally specific 
for the others.
Students’ long-term educational aspirations (LEA in Additional file 5: Table S5) were 
positively related to all the motivational constructs in Ghana Morocco, and Tunisia. In 
Botswana, there was a statistically significantly positive relationship between students’ 
long-term educational aspirations and all the motivational constructs except between 
parental involvement. In South Africa students’ long-term educational aspirations was 
not statistically related to their confidence in mathematics and parental involvement. 
The relationship between students’ long term educational aspiration and achievement 
(Mdn r = 0.444) was stronger than any other measure in all the countries.
Parental education correlated significantly with mathematics achievement (Mdn 
r  =  0.287) in all the countries. The relationship between parental education and the 
motivational measures were culturally varying. For instance, there was a negative rela-
tionship between parental education and student liking for mathematics in Botswana, 
whereas a positive relationship was found in Morocco and no relationship found in 
Ghana, South Africa and Tunisia. There was a cross-culturally universal finding in 
respect to the relationship between parental education and performance teacher respon-
siveness, as well as between parental education and teacher responsiveness although the 
latter relationship was not statistically significant in all the countries.
Gender difference
As discussed above, two of the countries (Morocco and Tunisia) within the present 
sample have single-sex schools as their main school type. Because of this, gender differ-
ences between the motivational construct and achievement were analyzed and shown 
as correlational measures in Additional file 5: Table S5. A positive correlation indicates 
that males have higher positive scores than females. Across all the countries, gender dif-
ferences were small to moderate and favored boys in the motivational constructs and 
girls in the background variables. For the five motivational constructs across the five 
countries, there were seven statistically significant differences favoring girls and ten sta-
tistically significant differences favoring boys. The largest differences are for the math-
ematics confidence construct (Mdn r = +0.134). Boys outperform girls in mathematics 
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achievement in Ghana and Tunisia, whereas girls outperformed boys in Botswana. There 
was no difference in mathematics achievement between boys and girls in Morocco and 
South Africa. Girls aspire to higher education (Mdn r = −0.084) more than boys. These 
differences are consistent across all countries except for Ghana where boys tended to 
aspire to higher education more than girls. Long-term educational aspiration levels were 
higher for girls in Morocco, although not statically significant. There was no statistically 
significant difference between parental education (educational levels of male and female 
guardian) in all the countries except in Ghana where girls’ parents tended to have greater 
levels of higher education than did the parents of boys.
Parental involvement favors girls in South Africa and Botswana, but there were no dif-
ferences in Ghana, Morocco and Tunisia. The most distinct country was Ghana where 
three out of the five motivational constructs favored boys. This is clear indication of gen-
der stereotypic differences in the motivational constructs favoring boys in Ghana and in 
the Arab countries, whereas they favor girls in South Africa and Botswana.
In summary, gender differences on motivation and achievement favor girls in the two 
South Africa countries (Botswana, South Africa), and boys in Ghana and the Arab coun-
tries. Moreover, girls had higher educational aspirations in all the countries except for 
Ghana where boys were found to have higher educational aspirations. Mathematics con-
fidence was higher for boys in all countries whereas girls place much value on math-
ematics, although there were no gender differences regarding the value of mathematics 
in Ghana and Tunisia.
Discussion
Our study is a substantive-methodological synergy (Marsh and Hau 2007) of the poten-
tial importance for theory and practice in mathematics-related affect. Specifically, we 
applied structural equation modeling to examine the factorial structure of the TIMSS 
2011 motivational constructs, using one of the strongest datasets in educational research 
to address the psychometric properties, as well as a more applied investigation into the 
relationships between the TIMSS 2011 motivational constructs, mathematics achieve-
ment and other background data in an African context. We substantively tailored our 
investigation to a less research population using the strongest available nationally rep-
resentative data set and applied substantively evolving models that are methodologi-
cally robust. Importantly, the methodological focus is to address an important limitation 
associated with TIMSS 2011 motivational constructs for countries from less developed 
economics (the sample in this study) where the reliability and the validity of the con-
structs are often problematic. Ironically, the current study was unique in that it formally 
evaluated measurement invariance across five less researched educational systems/
nations/cultures and also addressed other psychometric issues normally not discussed in 
large scale assessments.
After establishing a substantive multidimensional motivational measure, differences 
between the countries for these motivational constructs were investigated across the five 
countries. This also stems from the fact that research and theory that integrate cross-
cultural views are crucial to the establishment of more useful and universal theories 
(e.g., Van de Vijver 2000). Furthermore, there is a paucity of cross-cultural studies on 
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TIMSS motivational constructs and achievement in the African context. In the follow-
ing, we summarize and discuss our results in more detail.
Method effect, reliability and measurement invariance of TIMSS motivational constructs
We first identified the best model to account for the multidimensional structure of the 
TIMSS 2011 measures. Consistent with our a priori prediction, there was the need to 
explicitly model the method effects associated with the use of negatively worded items 
in the TIMSS 2011 motivation measures as substantial method effects were found to 
be associated with the negatively worded items in the mathematics confidence and like 
mathematics constructs. The CFA model failed when method effects (correlated unique-
nesses) associated with the negatively worded items were not accounted for. The need to 
include the correlated uniquenesses associated with negatively worded items was also 
justified by the composite reliabilities estimates. Without accounting for the correlated 
uniquenesses, the common factors “pick up the slack” and the reliability estimates were 
larger than they really were. Thus, the reliability estimates were higher when the method 
effect associated with the negatively worded items was not taken into account. Results 
for the composite (ω) and Cronbach’s alpha (α) reliabilities estimates were roughly the 
same for the construct without negatively worded items but yet the α values still slightly 
underestimated the parental involvement, teacher responsiveness and the students value 
mathematics constructs. The α overestimated the construct with the negatively worded 
effect (i.e., the mathematics confidence and the like mathematics constructs). Thus this 
and other research (e.g., Brown 2015; Geldhof et  al. 2014) has shown that Cronbach’s 
alpha is not a dependable estimate of scale reliability and under certain conditions, such 
as when there are correlated errors among the items in the construct, Cronbach’s alpha 
estimates may exceed composite reliability estimates (Bentler 2009; Green and Yang 
2009; Peterson and Kim 2013; Raykov 2001; Yang and Green 2011). Comparing the 
change in the composite reliabilities with and without the method effect, it was evident 
that the method effect was stronger in the responses to the mathematics confidence vari-
ate than the like mathematics variate. The reliabilities were below the acceptable limit for 
the teacher responsiveness construct for all the countries. However, the like mathemat-
ics and confidence in mathematics constructs were remarkably low in all the countries.
The findings from the model fit and reliability estimates support the claim in the lit-
erature that including negatively worded items in a construct can influence the validity 
and reliability of the scale (Roszkowski and Soven 2010; Woods 2006; Raykov 2001).The 
results indicate that method effects may not only obscure the underlying structure of 
these scales but also can possibly bias the outcomes. These findings support the need for 
control as discussed in the literature. A further look at individual country factor load-
ings (not reported), individual country method effect indices (Additional file 2: Table S2: 
exhibits A and B), and the reliabilities (composite reliability) indicated a pattern con-
sistent with individual country achievement in TIMSS 2011. Moreover, it was realized 
that in the countries where the method effect associated with the negatively worded 
items was strongest, the achievements of the students were amongst the lowest perform-
ing countries. Notably, countries where the method effects were the strongest tend to 
be lower achieving countries. This study, as well as that of Hooper et al. (2013), seems 
to indicate that the method effect associated with negatively worded items appears to 
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diminish with increased mathematics ability (see also Metsämuuronen 2012a). One 
plausible reason for the link between low performance nations and the method effect 
associated with negatively worded items is that the reading ability of the students in 
these low performing countries may be too inadequate for them to fully comprehend 
and understand the negative worded items. However, the method effect associated with 
the negatively worded items appears to have an effect in all the countries, but the effect 
differs across nations. The current study, as well as that of Schmitt and Allik (2005), sup-
ports the findings that the method effect associated with negatively worded items are 
cross culturally specific. However, the outcome of the method effect indicates that differ-
ences in responses to negatively worded items are worth studying in their own right, and 
not just as substantively irrelevant artefact/noise that are theoretically uninteresting and 
need to be eliminated (cf. Marsh 1996).
The second step of analyses utilized multiple group CFAs to evaluate invariance of 
model parameters across the five educational systems/nations/cultures. In that respect 
our focus will be on supporting evidence for Model 2—testing if the factor loadings were 
equal. The findings indicated that responses to the instruments were the same across the 
five educational systems/nations/cultures and gender. The support for configural, metric 
and scalar (partial) invariance across the five educational systems/cultures suggests that 
further mean comparisons within the motivational constructs can be interpreted as rep-
resenting the underlying mean differences in the data set. Although some item intercept 
measurement differences across groups were found, these non-invariant parameters 
were relatively too small to influence any latent mean comparison across the five educa-
tional systems/nations/cultures (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998; Chen 2008).
Ironically, there was strong support for metric invariance, although there were sub-
stantial differences in the construct reliabilities for some of the measures. Additionally, 
although they were significant, all the factor loadings of the negatively worded items 
were much lower on each scale (Additional file  1: Table  S1). These findings support 
Chiu’s (2008) argument that “items that are negatively worded appear to be unreliable in 
cross-cultural studies” (p. 251). The present findings are possible indications of substan-
tial errors in measurement, limited true individual differences, participants responding 
to the negatively worded items differently in each country and problems of translation 
associated with the definition of the constructs. They also indicate a lack of support for 
strict measurement invariance (i.e., invariance of item uniqueness as well as factor load-
ings and intercepts). Strict measurement invariance was not a focus of this study so it 
was not formally tested.
Differences in achievement and the motivational constructs
The finding of the latent mean differences on the motivation constructs and mathemat-
ics achievement was similar to what Marsh et al. (2013) describe as perplexing and Shen 
and Tam (2008) as paradoxical. In particular, Ghana was the lowest performing coun-
try but its students had the highest values for all the five motivational constructs. The 
results although perplexing and paradoxical support other large scale surveys studies 
where students motivational constructs (e.g., self-concept) and achievement correlated 
positively at the individual level but negatively at the country level (Marsh and Hau 2004; 
Marsh et al. 2013; Shen and Tam 2008; Zhu and Leung 2011).
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Several explanations have been put forward to explain this discrepancy. The first is 
based on the frame of reference effect based on the self-concept theory as discussed 
by Marsh and his colleagues (e.g., Marsh and Hau 2004; Marsh 2007). Self-concept 
beliefs have been found to be highly influenced by a frame of reference effect—the con-
text or standards against which people judge their own accomplishments and failures: 
for instance, students’ responses to a self-belief construct (e.g., self-confidence) will be 
based on comparisons with other students in the same school or class rather than stu-
dents in another country (ibid). When students report their self-beliefs, they normally 
“… use normative judgments about their ability and social comparison processes with 
reference to their peers, but also internal comparisons of their performance in one aca-
demic domain relative to other academic domains” (Parker et  al. 2014, p. 32; see also 
Marsh 2007).Therefore, the Ghanaian students’ self-belief responses were based on com-
parisons with their peers in the same school or class or different schools in Ghana rather 
than students from other African countries.
Our findings in relation to gender were very similar within the two Arab countries 
with similar school systems (single-sex schools) and cultures, as well as between the two 
South Africa countries, thus partly supporting the argument of the frame of reference 
effect. This is quite understandable since the survey asks students to make subjective 
assessments about issues such as how enjoyable, difficult or boring mathematics is in 
relation to their classmates, while at the same time students perceive their attitudes and 
behaviors within a frame of reference shaped by their schools and cultures. The cultural 
factors can profoundly influence the way in which these responses are decided. Thus, the 
relationship between these constructs can change dramatically depending on how the 
comparisons (for students with different social, educational/academic or cultural back-
ground) are made.
The second argument is that such findings may be artefacts of “low academic expecta-
tions and standards in low performing countries and high academic expectations and 
standards in high performing countries” (Shen and Pedulla 2000, p. 237). This proposal 
is further supported by other studies (e.g., Chiu 2012; Marsh et al. 2013; Shen and Tam 
2008). These studies assume that the curricula countries use have an impact on students’ 
achievements. That is, nations with strong mathematics curricula or high-level mathe-
matics classes tend to have high mathematics achievers while at the same time their stu-
dents perceive mathematics as difficult, have low confidence, and dislike mathematics, 
therefore reporting more negative mathematics attitudes (see also Papanastasiou 2002). 
Thus, it is possible that students in Ghana have a not very challenging mathematics cur-
riculum, resulting in lower mathematics performance compared to the other countries.
The analyses indicated significant country differences in the relationship between 
motivation and achievement. Whereas findings from other studies indicate a strong rela-
tionship between self-concept and achievement (e.g., Marsh et al. 2013), this study sup-
ported as well as refuted those studies. The relationship between achievement and value 
was the strongest in three out of the five countries supporting the expectancy-value 
model’s expectations that students’ competency beliefs and task-value are positively 
related (e.g., Eccles and Wigfield 2002; Eccles[Parsons] et  al. 1983; Jacobs and Eccles 
2000; Wigfield and Eccles 2000). In summary, nearly all of the motivational constructs 
were significantly related to the students’ mathematics scores for all five countries. There 
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were a few consistent cross-cultural differences in the pattern of the relations. As is evi-
dent in Additional file  5: Table  S5, the South African students (i.e., South Africa and 
Botswana) and the Ghanaian students appeared to be more aware of the importance of 
mathematics than students in the Arab countries, but this did not translate into achieve-
ment. On the relationship between parental involvement and achievement, the findings 
support the mixed conclusions in the literature. In Ghana and Morocco, the relationship 
was positive (i.e., Campbell and Mandel 1990; Abu-Hilal 2001; Epstein 2008; Epstein 
2010; Fan and Chen 2001; Ice and Hoover-Dempsey 2011; Jeynes 2003, 2007), whereas 
in Botswana and South Africa the relationship was negative (i.e., Desimone 1999; Fan 
and Chen 2001), and no relationship was found in Tunisia. (i.e., Topor et al. 2010; Reyn-
olds 1992). This pattern of mixed findings support the argument put forward by Ice and 
Hoover-Dempsey (2011, p. 346) that student achievement may increase as a result of 
parental involvement (i.e., positive correlation)—in the case of Ghana and Morocco—
grade eight students, and that parental involvement may increase as a results of students’ 
poor performance (i.e. negative correlations as parents become more involved in order 
to support lagging students)—in the case of Botswana and South Africa—ninth grade 
students (see also, Ames et al. 1993; Gonzalez-DeHass et al. 2005). These mixed find-
ings also indicate that the relationship between parental involvement and achievement is 
culturally specific. Is it also possible that social and cultural norms for education in these 
countries may influence these outcomes?
A thorough look at the correlations between the constructs indicates a univer-
sal as well as cultural specific patterns. For instance, the relationships between paren-
tal involvement and all the constructs were country specific whereas the relationships 
between the other constructs showed a universal pattern. This is perhaps not surprising; 
in light of the fact that parental involvement in children’s education is a complex phe-
nomenon that often transcends the geographical boundaries of home and school (Ice 
and Hoover-Dempsey 2011). Another important finding was the highly positive correla-
tions between the teacher responsiveness variate and the students’ mathematics confi-
dence, value of mathematics and like mathematics variates. These findings support other 
studies, which have indicated the significant role of the teacher in students’ self-beliefs 
(e.g., Ice and Hoover-Dempsey 2011).
As far as student gender and mathematics achievement is concerned, the findings sup-
port the varying conclusions in the literature; for instance in Ghana and Tunisia boys 
outperform girls (e.g., Ma 2008; Marks 2008; Cheema and Galluzzo 2013; Guiso et al. 
2008; Fryer and Levitt 2010), in Botswana girls outperform boys (e.g., Ma 2008; Vermeer 
et al. 2000; Hyde et al. 1990), and in Morocco and South Africa there are no gender dif-
ferences (e.g., Cheema and Galluzzo 2013; Else-Quest et al. 2010; Chen 2002). In respect 
to the Arabic countries (Morocco and Tunisia), the findings in this study are contrary to 
those that have been found for girls in the Middle Eastern Arab countries. One plausible 
explanation as to why girls did not perform better in Arab Africa than their counterparts 
may be that there are less strict rules controlling girls than those found in the Middle 
Eastern Arab countries whereby boys have more freedom of movement than girls and 
therefore girls spend more time focusing on schoolwork than boys (Abu-Hilal 2001).
On parental involvement and teacher responsiveness, there were mixed findings. 
Whereas girls’ in Botswana and South Africa enjoy higher parental involvement, in the 
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other three countries parental involvement was not a function of gender. On aspirations, 
Ghanaian boys claimed they had higher aspirations, whereas girls indicated higher aspi-
rations in Botswana, Morocco, South Africa and Tunisia. There were varying outcomes 
on the relationship between affect and gender. The varying gender differences across 
nations under consideration support the cultural universality as well as the cultural 
specificity of gender as a moderator in these relations (Hyde and Mertz 2009; Forgasz 
et  al. 2015). For instance, the relationship between gender and confidence in mathe-
matics was culturally universal with boys reporting higher mathematics confidence in 
all the countries, whereas for mathematics achievement, teacher responsiveness, value 
for mathematics, parental involvement and like mathematics constructs the relation-
ship were culturally specific. The relationship between gender and students’ aspirations 
was culturally specific with boys reporting they would like to pursue higher education in 
Ghana whereas more girls reporting they had plans to pursue higher education in Bot-
swana, Morocco, South Africa and Tunisia.
Students’ educational aspirations—that is, their plans to pursue further studies were 
highly significantly associated with student achievement than all the variables in the 
study. This supported the literature (Gil-Flores et  al. 2011; Saha, 1994; Sanders et  al. 
2001; Marjoribanks 2002, 2003a, 2003b) and contradicted studies that listed self-belief 
constructs as the strongest predictor of academic achievement (Hattie 2009; Stankov 
and Lee 2014).
However, the relationship between students’ plans for future studies and students’ 
achievement was strongest in Ghana, Botswana and South Africa. Plans to pursue fur-
ther studies also correlated strongly with students’ value of mathematics than with the 
other motivational measures.
There was a statistically significantly relationship between parental education and 
mathematics achievement in all the countries, which supported the literature fundings 
(e.g., Davis-Kean 2005; Haveman and Wolfe 1995; Klebanov et al. 1994). These relation-
ships were cross-culturally universal. The relationship between parental education and 
students’ motivational belief was culturally specific being negative or positive in some 
countries and no relationship in others. The relationship between parental education 
and teacher responsiveness was cross-culturally universal although not statistically sig-
nificant in all the countries.
Limitations of the present study
Measurement invariance, especially scalar invariance is difficult to achieve in cross-cul-
tural studies (Chiu 2012; Van de Vijver 2000), which was also the case in this study. This 
shows that using manifest scale scores (e.g., aggregate data) from different countries or 
cultures for any statistical analysis in cross-cultural research should be done with cau-
tion (Chiu 2012). Parental involvement has a multidimensional construct (Epstein 2010) 
but in this study it was measured using a uni-dimensional measure of parental involve-
ment. Researchers should separate the various aspect of parental involvement variables 
in order to determine their unique influence on students’ motivation and achievement. 
Another limitation is that all the data were from self-reports and thus subject to social 
desirability biases. Moreover, the present study failed to address the issue of reciprocal/
causal relations between most of the motivational constructs (e.g., self-confidence) and 
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achievements because TIMSS studies are snapshots of ongoing dynamic processes. Such 
causal relationships are best investigated using longitudinal data sets (see, XXXPME 
2015). Our last limitation was sample heterogeneity, which had a significant impact on 
the construct reliability.
Conclusions
It needs to be recognized that the reality of comparing countries is a complex multi-
dimensional issue well beyond TIMSS and other large scale assessment (Goldstein, 
2004). Based on TIMSS 2011, we first investigated the psychometric properties of the 
TIMSS 2011 motivational constructs. The multidimensionality of the motivation meas-
ure was validated. However, there were systematic psychometric problems with some 
of the constructs. For instance, there was a substantive method effect associated with 
the negatively worded items in the mathematics self-confidence and like mathematics 
constructs. The findings in these studies hint to a strong relationship between coun-
try-level construct measurement fit due to the method effect attributable to negatively 
worded items and country-level achievement. Moreover, there was some evidence that 
negatively worded items can attenuate the reliability and validity of a measure (Rosz-
kowski and Soven 2010; Raykov 2001). The factor loadings of the negatively worded 
items and reliability estimates of the construct with negatively worded items were con-
siderably low.
We advocate the use of composite reliabilities in estimating construct reliability in 
cross-cultural research because it is able to give the “true” reliabilities by compensat-
ing for any method effect associated with the constructs. Moreover, we support the 
use of robust methods like structural equation modeling in cross-cultural research to 
account for bias parameter estimates, measurement error and possible method effects. 
However, these strategies may not be realistic for many researchers if they are not 
familiar or conversant with SEM approaches and in particular the models discussed in 
this article.
These results may have a broad influence on researchers using both negatively and 
positively worded items in mathematics-related affects research and surveys in general. 
The authors believe that negatively worded items are a “cognitive nuisance” for low abil-
ity students cross-culturally and worth studying in their own right, and not just irrel-
evant noise that needs to be eliminated. It is recommended that researchers should be 
aware of the potential bias associated with survey measures involving both negatively 
worded items so as to take the necessary steps to address this bias appropriately. The 
authors think TIMSS should give more emphasis to positively worded items as proposed 
by Marsh (1996) and Corwyn (2000). However, this will mean discarding control for the 
effect of response pattern biases (e.g., acquiescence).
Concerning the association between students’ motivation, achievement, parental 
education, educational aspiration and gender, the results indicate that the achievement 
levels and motivation factors such as parental involvement differ across these coun-
tries. Whereas the relationship between parental involvement and the other constructs 
were cultural specific the relationship between like mathematics, value mathemat-
ics, confidence in mathematics, and teacher responsiveness were universal. Moreo-
ver, parental education, gender and long-term educational aspiration also influence 
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the students’ achievement and motivation. As with previous studies (e.g., Gil-Flores 
et al. 2011), higher educational aspirations and higher parental education were associ-
ated with higher achievement. Moreover, the study found that parental education and 
students’ aspirations were more associated with students’ achievement than students’ 
motivation (cf. Marks et al. 2001; Schoon and Parson 2002; Schoon et al. 2004). These 
findings contradict studies that indicate that self-concept (i.e., mathematics confi-
dence) is the strongest motivational predictor of students’ achievement (e.g., Marsh 
et al. 2008; Marks et al. 2001). The strongest association was between teacher respon-
siveness and students’ self-beliefs. Interestingly, Ghana was the only nation where boys 
reported higher educational aspirations than girls as well as showing higher motiva-
tion levels for all the constructs. Even so achievement levels in Ghana were the lowest 
of all the countries.
The countries in this study can use our results to fine-tune their education policies 
on affect and performance. This is because the relationship between affect and per-
formance is of practical importance in many affective enhancement programs as well 
as educational policy statements throughout the world. This is based on the prelude 
that an improvement in one affect (e.g., self-concept) will lead to improvements in the 
other. The findings from this study especially the gender gaps, could help educators 
and policy makers design curricula to help students of both genders apply their tal-
ents and deal with their weaknesses. This study underlines how “cultural differences 
challenge mainstream theoretical notions about the nature of people and force us to 
rethink our basic theories of personality, perception, cognition, emotion, develop-
ment, social psychology, and the like, in fundamental and profound ways” (Matsumoto 
2001, p. 107–108). Therefore, the effect of cultural norms, values, and practices should 
be factored into cross-cultural studies of acadermic motivation (e.g., Ng 2003). Failing 
to do this, may lead to inferences that are not valid because too much reliance is being 
placed on studies that are completely based on western theories or concepts (Zhu and 
Leung 2011). However, the differences between the latent means of the motivational 
constructs, and achievement should be interpreted with caution, because of the low 
relaibilities of some of the construct, the method effect, and low performance of stu-
dents in the TIMSS 2011 mathematics achievement in the five participating coun-
tries. Finally, we examined the less-studied population of 8–9th-grade students using 
a nationally representative sample that allows us to generalise the results to a larger 
population.
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